
Environmental Sovereignty 
 
We were assigned by our Creator to care for the land in which we were discovered by colonial 
powers.  If we are to survive the climate crisis we must respect our Creator’s wisdom and 
allow indigenous Peoples to exercise environmental sovereignty according to our rights under 
natural law.  We call the Permanent Forum to address the need for development of a body of 
international indigenous law to support our environmental sovereignty. 
 
As we consider ways to implement Free and Prior Informed Consent we direct ECOSOC’s 
attention to UNDRIP, CERD, the American Convention on human rights, the International 
Convention on Civil and Political rights, the Convention on Economic Social and Cultural 
Rights, the Convention on Biological Diversity 8j and 10c, ILO 169, UN agreements and 
other national and international declarations, conventions, protocols, agreements, and laws 
that clearly recognize that indigenous Peoples have the rights to self-determination and to 
administer their own resources.  We ask ECOSOC to recognize indigenous environmental 
sovereignty. 
 
We call on ECOSOC to fund an indigenous Task Force to develop a framework of UNDRIP 
norms to support a body of international law that applies to indigenous issues and 
communities. Because we are facing a climate crisis we urge ECOSOC to prioritize the 
development of international indigenous environmental law.  We need UN support to help 
national state governments implement the UNDRIP by employing existing indigenous experts 
on international indigenous issues of legal access and norms.  We call on ECOSOC to help 
national state governments meet their obligation to implement internationally recognized 
rights at the regional and local level by supporting the development of international 
indigenous lawyers.  
 
The field of international indigenous law must be studied academically and practically if we 
are to implement UNDRIP and other supporting UN agreements.  We ask ECOSOC to 
establish an indigenous-managed program in UNU or another appropriate agency to study the 
field and to work with relevant NGOs to facilitate an archive for related local, national, and 
international cases. This study and archive program will enable indigenous professionals to 
coordinate the development of international indigenous environmental law in order to 
implement UN agreements. 
 
We ask the Permanent Forum to promote the field of international indigenous law and thus 
contribute to the creation of a body of local, national, and international policies that allow for 
the implementation of UNDRIP, especially in the area of environmental law.  This will enable 
indigenous Peoples to study, mitigate, and adapt to the increasing climate crisis, to the benefit 
of the entire world.  We urge ECOSOC to consider the great benefits that can come with this 
nominal investment in international indigenous environmental law and create the proposed 
International Indigenous Law Task Force and Program.  
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